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coining through the open space. By holding her own hands in the
sun the mother can tell how warm it actually is. The room should
be heated and the doors closed to prevent drafts. Watch the baby
carefully and cover him if the sun goes behind a cloud.
At the first indoor sun bath let the sun shine on the baby's face,
hands, and arms for 15 to 20 minutes; after a few days uncover his
legs also. Lengthen the sun bath gradually until it lasts 1 to 2 hours.
When the sun is warm enough, even the baby's shirt may be taken
off. In the coldest weather it may be better to give two short sun
baths a day instead of one long one.
After a baby is used to indoor sun baths, he can begin outdoor
ones very early in the spring.
On many sunny days in fall and winter the baby should be put
outdoors in the middle of the day for a long sunning on face and
hands. In the sun the thepnometer may register 40 to 50 degrees
higher than in the shade, and if the baby is protected from the wind
the sun will help to keep him warm.4
The Journal of Home Economics^ gives the following
directions for a sun suit: These suits are
cut from an ordinary romper pattern with straight, short legs, deep-
cut armholes, and low neck. They button on the shoulders or down
the front. The lower portion is made of gingham, percale, or a
sturdy cotton print which will withstand frequent contacts with
mother earth and many launderings. The tipper portion covering
back and chest is a thin semi-transparent material such as voile or
the coarsest bobbinet. This thin material should be faced back by
inch-wide folds of the heavier material to make it stronger.
"Skyshine," as well as direct sunlight, has value. The full
value of "skyshine" is derived only if nothing intervenes
between the infant and the dome of the sky.
Use of Windows through Which Ultraviolet Rays Pass.	
Window glass is being manufactured through which the
ultraviolet rays pass more or less completely. This special
quartz glass has the disadvantages of being expensive, not
effective in transmitting "skyshine," and, in general, less
efficient than several varieties of lamps now on die market
which manufacture ultraviolet rays. If the lamps are used
under the direction of a physician, the results are decidedly
* Sunlight for Babies, op cit.f pp. 4-5.
s "Sun Suits for Children/' The Journal of Home Economics, XIX (August,
1927), 455.   Quoted by permission of the publisher.

